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I. INTRODUCTION

Database Manager is a free software tool written in PHP, intended to handle the administration of MySQL over the web. Database Manager supports a wide range of operations on MySQL. Frequently used operations (managing databases, tables, columns, relations, indexes, users, permissions,) can be performed via the user interface, while you still have the ability to directly execute any SQL statement. Database manager is the Main Key Source to handle all queries through your smartphone. Here you can connect your Database Remotely and user can able to perform all the actions on database like insert, update, delete. With the help of drag and drop editors it is easy to made new tables. Operations Research is a subject/concept that deals with the application of analytic methods to help make versatile and accurate decisions. It is used in a variety of fields be it programming, backend coding etc. When it comes to Database Management, Operations Research can be used in assisting user database (primary function of a database) but also in Optimization of query related problems in MYSQL have received considerable attention during operating on smart phone but the combination of tables, rows and columns makes it’s really complicated to view on users handy phone. Database Manager Helps user to show appropriate view accordingly on any smartphone, tablet or even in web view responsively which makes user-friendly application and it works efficiently on any android device with respect to dimension of users screen. Data filters, that is the process of observing patterns in large amount data involving methods of data mining, statistics, and database systems, has seen a boom in interest in many fields of applications including PHP, angular, web application, websites, hybrid applications etc. The primary reasons for the same can be cited as increasing amount of data available, the growing understanding that deeper analyses are far more
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valuable than simple summary statistics and advent of technology.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM

In earlier days back, programmer have to take their laptops anywhere to operate backend continuously and without PC or laptop it’s not possible for them to sort out there queries for multiple domains. No Android application present at all. Time consumed in accessing and managing the records of databases.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Here is Android application from which any programmer can connect the database is from anywhere with few simple steps. GUI provided by database manager is able to perform multiple operations very quickly a without writing queries. Any programmer can connect their databases with remote mysql connection through database manager. User can manage multiple back ends of several domains with smartphone.

MySQL Generator eliminates all the manual labor that you need to do behind writing the MySQL queries. As such, it instantly generates the following MySQL code:

- SELECT Query
- INSERT Query
- UPDATE Query
- DELETE Query

IV. APPLICATION OF MYSQL MANAGER

A. Execute and save SQL statements

Database manager easy SQL query builder enables you to quickly build complex queries without any programming knowledge on the go. Building SQL queries has never been easier than with database manager simple but powerful tool. We support all common SQL databases including MySQL, SQL and MS SQL Server, among others. SQL editor extracts the context-sensitive features from the code and their relations to other code elements and auto-completes the current code with the proper elements according to the chosen pattern. Relational databases consist of multiple objects called tables which have relationships, or links, between them. The data or information for the database are stored in these tables. Once all of the data is inserted into tables, the user can write queries to look at and analyze the data, glean insights and make critical business decisions. Once upon a time this required a vast understanding of coding. In 2015, however, database manager online SQL query builder enables anyone to build complex queries without any programming knowledge. In following figure the architecture is give. Once user registered then some PHP services automatically uploads on to users file manager through their FTP. After that all the operations are performed by user is done with the help of smartphone android application is strongly secured so user don’t need to worry about confidentiality. Almost every keyword is provided to write proper query with proper pre define syntax of query so normal user can also write query according to their requirements.

B. Database Filters and Searching Techniques

Lots of new type of filters added to this application which is comparatively more advance and based on angular so most of query work solved using graphical UI. It reduce work to writing queries of MYSQL and gives us extra features to access database quickly using new material design framework based on latest hybrid technologies. It makes searching something from huge amount of data lots easier than any other android application ever available on play store of Google.

C. Event based query generator

Now a days no one can used to be very friendly with SQL editor everyone wants to work on event
based programs which makes easier to build more complex queries without writing it. With the help of PHP language it’s possible to direct select functions from users screen and proceed for operation which is predefine inside program with suitable algorithms. In fraction of minutes any user can do simple tasks like create, delete, insert, update records in database with event based mechanisms.

V. FEATURES OF MYSQL MANAGER

- Connect to a database server with username and password.
- Select an existing database or create a new one list fields, indexes, foreign keys and triggers of table.
- Change name, auto-increment and comment of table.
- Alter name, type, collation, comment and default values of columns.
- Add and drop tables and columns.
- Create, alter, drop and search by indexes including full text.
- Create, alter, drop and link lists by foreign keys.
- Create, alter, drop and select from views.
- Create, alter, drop and call stored procedures and functions.
- Create, alter and drop triggers.
- List data in tables with search, aggregate, sort and limit results.
- Insert new records, update and delete the existing ones.
- Supports all data types, blobs through file transfer.
- Execute any SQL command from a text field or a file.
- Export table structure, data, views, routines, databases to SQL.
- Print database schema connected by foreign keys.
- Show processes and kill them.
- Display users and rights and change them.
- Display variables with links to documentation.
- Manage events and table partitions (MySQL).
- Schemas, sequences, user types (SQL).
- Extensive customization options.

VI. TOOLS

A. Android Studio

Android Studio is the official integrated development environment (IDE) for Android platform development. Android Studio is available under the Apache License 2.0. Based on jetbrains IntelliJ IDEA software, android studio is designed specifically for android development. It is available for download on Windows, macOS and Linux based operating systems. The first stable build was released in December 2014, starting from version 1.0. The current stable version is 3.0 released in October 2017. Android Studio is now the officially supported IDE by Google for Android development.

The following features are provided in the current stable version:

- Gradle-based build support.
- Android-specific refactoring and quick fixes.
- Support for building Android Wear apps.
- Lint tools to catch performance, usability, version compatibility and other problems.
- ProGuard integration and app-signing capabilities.
- Template-based wizards to create common Android designs.
- A rich layout editor that allows users to drag-and-drop UI component.
Android Virtual Device (Emulator) to run and debug apps in the Android studio.

B. MySQL

MySQL is the most popular Open Source SQL database management system, is developed, distributed, and supported by Oracle Corporation. A database is a structured collection of data. It may be anything from a simple shopping list to a picture gallery or the vast amounts of information in a corporate network. To add, access, and process data stored in a computer database, you need a database management system such as MySQL Server.

The features of MySQL are as follows:

- MySQL is a database management system.
- MySQL databases are relational.
- MySQL software is Open Source.
- The MySQL Database Server is very fast, reliable, scalable, and easy to use.
- MySQL Server works in client/server or embedded systems.

VII. FLOW DIAGRAM OF MYSQL QUERY GENERATOR

In following figure the architecture is give, once user registered then some PHP services automatically uploads on to users file manager through their FTP. After that all the operations are performed by user is done with the help of smartphone .android application is strongly secured so user don’t need to worry about confidentiality.

VIII. COMPARITIVE ANALYSIS TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQL Editor.</td>
<td>To Make Queries Related To Database.</td>
<td>Select Menu Then Select SQL Editor And Make A Query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query Generate And Execute.</td>
<td>With the help of PHP It generates My SQL queries and executes accordingly.</td>
<td>Select given option in menu And user don’t need to write special code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations - Insert, Update, Delete, Create.</td>
<td>No Need to Write Programs To Execute My SQL Queries.</td>
<td>All basic operations are event based.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Connection</td>
<td>It Creates Remote Connection With Your Database In Server Side.</td>
<td>Remote connection has been done at the time of registration automatically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert Data</td>
<td>This API Is Able To Insert Data In Your Table.</td>
<td>PHP services handle this.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IX. CONCLUSION

Database managing though has great importance in the area of backend of programming and a lot of scope, for now it is just an academic exercise with only a few success stories. The field of information technology will reach great heights with proper implementation of database managing and researches.

This android app is light weighted and the data is store in online server hence it provide greater security. Query generator is a new features in android application that helps you build highly customized.
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